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ABSTRACT. - Connections between Heisenberg uncertainty relations
and the existence of joint probability distributions of corresponding obser-
vables in the frame of quantum logics are investigated. It is shown, that,
provided the set of physical states is sufficient, uncertainly relations imply
the nonexistence of joint probability distributions in any state.

RESUME. - On etudie la connexion entre les relations d’incertitude de

Heisenberg et 1’existence de distributions de probabilites multiples des
observables correspondants dans Ie cadre des logiques quantiques. On
montre que, si 1’ensemble des etats physiques est suffisant, les relations
d’incertitude impliquent la nonexistence des distributions de probabilité
multiples dans quelque etat que ce soit.

1. INTRODUCTION

The logic L of a physical system, i. e. the set of all experimentally verifiable
propositions of that system, is usually supposed to be an orthomodular
(y-poset [7] ] [2 ]. We shall suppose, in agreement with Varadarajan [3 ],
that (L, ~, -L,0,1) is an orthomodular 6-lattice.
Two elements a, b of L are orthogonal (a JL b) and they are

compatible b = (a A b) V (al /B b) (one
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254 S. PULMANNOVÁ AND A. DVUREENSKIJ

of the last equalities is enough). A subset K of L is compatible if a H b
for any a, b E K. Any compatible subset of L is contained in a Boolean
sub-03C3-algebra of L [3 ].

Physical states are identified with the states (i. e. probability measures)
on L, i. e. a state on L is the map m : L -~ ( 0,1 ) such that (i ) m(1) = 1,
(ii) m( V = for any of pairwise orthogonal
elements of L.

Physical quantities are identified with the observables on L. If (X, S)
is a measurable space (where S is a cr-algebra of subsets of the space X),
the (X, S)-observable x on L is a 03C3-homomorphism from S to L, i. e. the

map x : S -~ L such that (i ) x(X) = 1, (ii) x(E’) = E E S, E~ = XBE,
(iii) x (u = V x(Ei) for any sequence { E~ }~= 1 of S. If X is a topological
space, we denote by B(X) the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of X, i. e. the 6-algebra
generated by all open subsets of X. The physically most important case are
(R, B(R))-observables, where R is the real line. We shall call the (R, B(R))-
observables the real observables. The range R(x) of an (X, S)-observable x
is the set R(x) _ ~ x(E) : E E S }, which is a Boolean sub-6-algebra of L.
A of (X, S)-observables is compatible if is a compa-

(X

tible subset of L. If x is an (X, S)-observable, and m is a state on L, then the
map mx: E ~ m(x(E)), E E S, is a probability measure on S, which is called
the probability distribution of the observable x in the state m. If x is a real
observable, the expectation of x in the state m is

if the integral exists. The variance of x in m is

if the integral exists.

2. JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS

The real observables x2, ... , xn are said to have a j oint distribution
in the state m if there is a measure ,u on B(Rn) such that

x E2 X ... x En) = m(xl(E1) n x2(E2) /B ... n (EJ) (3)

for any rectangle E1xE2x ... xEn E B(Rn).
This notion has been introduced by Gudder [4] ] and by Jauch [5 ].

The notion of joint probability distribution can be generalized to any set
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255UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE AND JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLES

{x03B1: 03B1 ~ A} of real observables in a natural way : we say that the obser-

vables {x03B1 : a E A } have a joint probability distribution in a state m if

any finite subset of { xa : oc E A} has one. The generalization of this notion
to (X, B(X))-observables is also straightforward. The existence of joint
distributions has been studied in [6 ] [7] [8] ] [9 ]. It is not a priori clear
if the criteria of the existence used in [7] and [8] ] are the same as that
used in [9 ]. Now we shall unify them. To this aim we need some definitions.
We say that a subset M of L is partially compatible with respect to an

element a of L (abbreviated : M is p. c. a) if (i ) M H a i. e. b E--~ a for any

bE M, and (ii) is a compatible subset of L.
It is a fact that logic with the orthocomple-
mentation b* = b1 /B a. The set M n a is compatible in L iff it is compa-
tible in Put D={ 0,1} and Let F = ~ al , a2, ....~n}
be any finite subset of L. The element

is called the commutator of F. It holds that F is p. c. com F (see [9 ]).
Now we shall introduce the following convention. Let 

where A is any set of indices. We shall say that a is countably obtainable
(over {aa: oc E A}) if there is an at most countable subset N c A such
that a = A { aQ; : Xt 

Let M be a subset of L and let A {corn F : F is a finite subset of M }
exist. Then we put

where the infimum is taken over all finite subsets F of M and we call com M
the commutator of M. Clearly, com M = 1 iff M is compatible. Similarly
as in [70], we can prove that M is p. c. com M if com M exists.
For the (X, S)-observables on L put

We shall show further that for the real observables xl, ..., xn the commu-
tator always exists and is countably obtainable.

Let us denote by K any finite (countable) measurable partition
of (X, S), i. e. K = { E1, E2, ...,E,} (Ka = EiE S, Ei n 
for and u Ei = X. Let us denote by KS the s-partition of X, i. e.

KS = {E1, E2, ..., = 2, 3, .... For a given set of observables

Vol. 42, n° 3-1985.



256 S. PULMANNOVA AND A. DVURECENSKIJ

x2, ..., and partitions {K1, K2, ..., K2, ..., K03C3n})
let us denote 

~ ~ -

s=2,3,...,r.
Especially, if Ki = K2 = { E~, i = 1, 2, ..., n, put

Clearly, if K is a refinement of Ki, then

and the same holds for the 6-partitions.
Let us further denote, provided the right sides exist,

where the infimum is taken over all n-tuples (E 1, ... , En) of the elements
of S,

where the infimum is taken over all s-partitions (K i , ..., K~) of X, s = 2, 3,...,

where the infimum is taken over all finite partitions (K 1, ..., Kn),

where the infimum is taken over all 03C3-partitions (Kî, ... , K03C3n).
It is clear that a° = a2, and as any s-partition can be considered as

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique



257UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE AND JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLES

an s + 1-partition by adding the empty set, as+ 1 &#x3E; af &#x3E; s = 2, 3,....
It is also easy to see that, provided it exists, af = com (x 1, ..., ~)-

THEOREM 2.1. - i ) The real observables ...,~ have a j oint dis-
tribution in the state m iff one (b) or (c) holds, where

a) ..., Kn)) = 1 for all (K1, ... , Kn)

b) ~(K~...,K~))=1 for all (K~,...,K~)
c) ..., En)) = 1 for all (E1, ..., En)

ii) Let b be any of the elements defined in (10) which exists and is countably
obtainable. Then the joint distribution in the state m exists iff m(b) = 1.

The statement of Theorem 2.1 has been proved in [7] for a(E 1, ..., En),
resp. ~. The generalization to the other cases is straightforward. The ele-
ments a(K 1, ..., Kn) resp. af have been used in the criterion of the existence
of the joint distributions in [9].
We note that the statement of Theorem 2.1 holds not only for real obser-

vables, but also for (X, B(X))-observables if the topology on X is tight,
e. g. for complete separable metric spaces (see [6] ] [7]). (We recall that a
Hausdorff topology is tight if each open set is 03C3-compact, i. e. is a countable
union of compact sets).

PROPOSITION 2.1. - The element af exists iff aC1 exists and af = a°.
Moreover, if one of them is countably obtainable, the other is also countably
obtainable.

Proof 2014 For a given set of partitions ..., K ~) put

The set A is at most countable, so that

exists and the set A is p. c. com A. This implies that A A com A is a compatible
subset in from which we obtain ~(K~,...,K~) A com A = com A.
On the other hand, for any finite subset F of A we have ~(K~..., Kn)  com F,
because (K i , ...,K~) is a refinement of the partitions corresponding to
the set F. Hence,

n

Now we show that the set is p. c. ~. Indeed, let x/G)
L= 1 

.

be given. The two-element partitions { E, E‘ }, K~ _ ~ G, define

Vol. 42, n° 3-1985.
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the refinements K~ n K? = { B n C : B E Ki, C E K~ }, analogically we define
Kj n Kj. It can be easily checked that if a~ exists, then

Put ...J~) = A = ..., Ki n K6, ..., ..., Since

~ com A for any (K~ ...,K~), we have xi(E) ~ ~. Similarly
~. Then the equality com A = com A A com { xi(E), 

implies that

n corn { xi(E), n n a~, n a~ ~ .

The last expression is the commutator of xi(E) and in
the logic and as it equals to ~ we obtain that xi(E) n ~.

n

This implies that is p. c. a6. From [70] we have that ~ ~ com F
i= 1

n
. 

for any finite subset Let c ~ L be such that c  com F for all F.
i= 1

Then from above we conclude that for all countable partitions we have
c ~ ..., so that We have shown that if a~ exists then af
exists and they are equal.

n

Let now af exist. Since is p. c. af, we have a(K i, ...  af = af.
i= 1

Hence a03C3 exists and a03C3 = af .
Now suppose that a6 is count ably obtainable. Then there is a sequence

of countable partitions { K6k : i = 1, ... , n ~k 1 such that

00

The set M = A(K i ,k, ... , is at most countable, so that com M
k=1

is countably obtainable. As M is p. c. by [10 ] is a03C3  com M. On the
other hand, a(K i ,k, ... , = com (A(K i ,k, ... , Kn,k~~ &#x3E; com M, which
implies a~ = com M = af .

Anrtales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique
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LEMMA 2 .1. - Let x2, ... , xn be (X, S)-observables on L and let
~ E 1, ..., Èt1 },...,{ E1, ..., be systems of disjoint sets from S,
1  s  n. Then for any we have

where jc,(E~..., i =1, 2, ... , s, 
For the proof see [1 U ] [18 ].

COROLLARY 2.1. - Let K1, K2, ..., K" be finite partitions of the set S
and let ...,~n be (X, S)-observables on L. Then

PROPOSITION 2 . 2. 2014 Let x1, ..., xn be (X, S)-observables on L. Then aJ
exists iff a° exists and a0 = Moreover, if one of them is countably obtai-
nable, so is the other.

Proof 2014 For a given set of finite partitions K1, ..., Kn we put .

Similarly as in the case of the 03C3-partitions we show that

Therefore a0 exists and af = a0.

lary 2.1 it follows that ~ ~ a(K1, ..., KJ for any (K1, ..., Kn). On the
other hand, if c ~ a(K 1, ..., Kn) for all (K1, ..., Kn), then c ~ a°. This

VoL42,n~3-1985.



260 S. PULMANNOVÁ AND A. DVUREENSKIJ

implies that af exists and af = ~. The remaining part of the theorem
follows also from Corollary 2.1 (*).

COROLLARY 2 . 2. - Let the (X, S)-observables x 1, ...,~ be such that
x~( ~ ~,i, ~,i, ... ~ ) = 1, i = l, 2, ..., n, ~}eS ~=1,2~... Then
com (x 1, ..., xn) exists and .

Proof. Observe that the element on the right in (11) is ..., xn)
and see Proposition 2.1. (See also [70] for another proof of this statement
for real observables.)

Let {~ : a E A } be any set of (X, S)-observables on L. We put

if the element on the right exists. Now we shall investigate the existence
of the commutators.

PROPOSITION 2 . 3. - be a set of observables on a

logic L such that there is an at most countable subset A c: u { R(xa) : a E A },
where A generates the minimal sublogic Lo of L containing the set

u { R(xa) : a E A }. Then corn {~ : oc E A } exists and is count ably obtainable
(in fact, it is equal to com 

Proof 2014 Since the set j~ is at most countable, the set of all finite subsets
of j~ is at most countable, too, so that

com A =  { com F : F is a finite subset of 
exists. Put a = com A and let Q(a) be the maximal subset of L which is
partially compatible with respect to a and contains By [9 ], Q(a) is a
sublogic of L. We have

Lo c Q(a) .

Let R(xa) : a E A} be finite. Then F is p. c. a, so that a  com F

(see [10 ]). Now let c ~ L be such that c  com F for all finite subsets F
R(xa) : oc E A }. Then, especially, c ~ com G for any finite subset G

of hence c ~ corn ~ = a. We have shown that

a = com A = A { corn F : F finite subset a E A}}

COROLLARY 2 . 3. - xeA} is a sequence (i. e. A is countable)
- 

of real observables, then corn { a E A} is countably obtainable.

(1) Equivalence of these two elements has been stated in [9], but it is not seen imme-

diately. (See [10] for the detailed proof).

Annales de l’Institut Poincaré - Physique theorique
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Proof 2014 It follows from the preceding proposition and the fact that any
R(xa) ; a E A is count ably generated. In fact, put j~ = u { ~a : a E A },
where ~a is the generator of Then ~ is countable and the sublogic
Lo generated by A contains the a E A } owing to the fact
that the minimal sublogic of L containing ~a is R(xa).

COROLLARY 2 . 4. - For any s = 2, 3, ...,o- the elements af and as
for the real observables Xi, ....~ always exist, are countably obtainable.
and are equal to the commutator.

Proof 2014 The equality of af and = 2, to com (x 1, ..., xn) follows
from Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.2. Since any s-element partition
may be considered as an (s + 1)-partition adding the empty set, it follows
that the elements as exist and are equal for 8 = 2, 3, ... , ~. The countable
obtainability of them follows from Corollary 2.1 (for 2 ~ 8  (7) and from
Proposition 2.1 (for s = (7).

REMARK 2.1. - The statement of Corollary 2.4 remains true also
for a oc E A } of observables if we define

and similarly for af, provided the a E A} fulfils the conditions
of Proposition 2.3.

REMARK 2 . 2. - Let x1, ..., xn be real observables and let A2,..., An
be the generators of R(x 1 ), R(x2), ... , R(xn), respectively, composed of
mutually orthogonal elements. Proposition 2. 3 and Corollary 2.1 imply that

COROLLARY 2 . 5. - Let the system of real observables {xa: oc E A}
satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.3. Then the joint distribution

of them in a state m exists iff m (corn { oc E A } ) = 1.

Proof 2014 Follows from Proposition 2. 3, Remark 2.1 and Theorem 2.1.
As easy consequence of Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.5 we obtain

the following statement, that we need in the sequel.

THEOREM 2 . 2. - The real observables ~1,~2,...,~ have a j oint dis-
tribution in the state m iff

Vol. 42, n° 3-1985.
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A set M of states on L is sufficient if for any a E L, a ~ 0, there is a state
mE M such that m(a) = 1.
We shall say that the (real) observables ;:i, ... , xn are (i ) compatible

if com ..., xj = 1, (ii) partially compatible if 0  com (xl, ...,xn)  1,
totally noncompatible if com ..., xn) = 0.

THEOREM 2 . 3. - Real observables ...,~ on a logic L with a
sufficient set of states M are (i ) compatible, iff the joint distributions exist
in any state (ii) partially compatible, iff there is a state ml EM
such that the joint distribution exists in and there is a state m2 EM
such that the joint distribution does not exist in m2, (iii) totally noncompa-
tible, iff the joint distribution does not exist in any state m E M.

Proof 2014 (f) If the joint distribution exist in any state mE M, then by Theo-
rem 2 . 2 m(com (~i,...,~))=1 for any mEM. If com (~i,...,~) 1, then,
owing to the sufficiency of M, there is m E M such that m (com (~i,..., =1,
a contradiction. (ii) Let 0  ... , xn)  1. The sufficiency of M
implies that there is m 1 E M such that m 1 (com (x 1, ... , xn)) = 1 and m2 E M
such that m2 ... , xn)1) = 1. (iii) Let the joint distribution do
not exist in any state m E M and let ~(com(xi.....~)) 7~ 0. Then there
is m E M such that = 1, so that the joint distribution
exists in m, a contradiction.

3. UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE

In this section, we shall suppose that M is a sufficient set of states for
the logic L. We shall consider only the real observables.
For the observables let us denote by the set

of states of M in which the variances of ... , xn exist and are finite, i. e.

Following two cases can occure :

( 1 ) &#x3E; 0) (~ m E ..., xn)) (varm ... varm  E)
(2) (~ E &#x3E; E V(x 1, ..., (varm(x 1) ... varm (~) ~6) 

(15) ’

If (2) occurs, we say that the uncertainly relation holds for the observables
[77] ] [12] [7~]).

The following lemma has been proved in [13 ]. We give a simpler proof
of it

LEMMA 3.1. - If the observables are compatible, then ( 1 )
in (15) holds.

Annales de l’Institut Poincaré - Physique theorique



263UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE AND JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLES

Proof: 2014 By [3 ], there is a joint observable T : B(Rn)  L such that

for any rectangle Ei x E2 x ... x By [15], ~,... ,~) e (7(T),
where 6(i) is the spectrum of T, iff for any r &#x3E; 0,

As M is sufficient, there " is M such that

Then also r, ay + r)) = 1, i = 1, 2, ... , n so that mxi is concen-
trated on (coi - r, cv~ + r). If we choose r sufficiently small, we obtain that (1)
holds.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 3.1. - If for the observables x1, x2, ..., xn (2) of ( 15) holds,
then com (x 1, ..., xn) = 0, i. e. the observables x 1, ... , xn are totally
noncompatible.

Proof - Put a = com ..., xn) and suppose that 0. Then the

set Ma = ~ m E M : m(a) = 1} is nonempty. It is easy to see that Ma is
sufficient for the logic L[o,a]. Indeed, let b E 0. There is a state

mE M such that m(b) = 1. implies that m(a) = 1, i. e. mE Ma.
Let us consider the maps xi n a : E H A a, E E B(R). From the

n

fact that is p. c. a, we obtain that xi n a, i = 1, 2, ... , n are

mutually compatible observables on Moreover, it can be easily
seen that for any mE Ma, varm (xi A a) = varm (xi), i = 1, 2, ..., n. By
Lemma 3.1, ( 1) holds for the observables xi A a, i = 1,2,..., n, which contra-
dicts to the supposition that (2) holds for i = 1,2, ..., n.

By Theorem 2.3 total noncompatibility of the observables xl,
x2, ...,~ implies the nonexistence of joint distributions for the obser-
vables in any state m E M (2). The absence of joint distributions is, in the
probabilistic sense, the expression of simultaneous nonmeasurability of
the observables. For example, by Suppes [16 ] « the conclusion that momen-
tum and position are not simultaneously measurable at all does not follow
from the Heisenberg relations but from the more fundamental result

about the absence of genuine joint distributions ». Now we see that, provided
the set of states is sufficient, the Heisenberg relation implies the nonexistence

of joint distributions and hence the simultaneous nonmeasurability of

corresponding observables.

(2) The joint distributions defined on p. 254 is called « joint distribution of type 1 ». There
is also another type of joint distributions, so called « type 2 » (see [4]). The last, weaker form
of joint distributions exists even for the complementary momentum and position obser-
vables in some states.

Vol. 42, n° 3-1985.



264 S. PULMANNOVA AND A. DVURECENSKIJ

At the end of this section, we shall compare the notion of total non-
compatibility with the notion of complementarity introduced in [72] ] [13 ] :
two elements a, b of L are complementary if a /B b = 0 ; and two obser-
vables jc and yare complementary if x(E) /B y(F) = 0 for any bounded
Borel sets E, F such that E and 6( y) c): F. It has been shown in [7~] ]
that compatible observables are complementary iff at least one of them is
a constant. 

’

By our opinion, the above definition of complementarity is a little mis-
leading. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of L
and the simple observables : to any a E L there is a unique observable xa
such that c { 0, 1} and xa { 1 } = a. If, for example, a | b, then a
and b are complementary, but xa and xb are not complementary. But it
is usual to identify the elements of L with the corresponding simple obser-
vables, e. g. the closed linear subspaces of the Hilbert space with corres-
ponding projections.
We suggest to define the complementarity of the elements of L as follows :

a and b of L are complementary if xa and xb are complementary.
It is easy to see that two simple observables xa and xb are complementary

iff 0 = (a /B b) V /B b) V (a /B V /B = com {xa, xb}, so that
complementarity is equivalent to total noncompatibility.

In general, it is not the case. Proposition 2.1 implies that if x and y
are complementary and noncompatible. then they are totally noncompa-
tible. The converse implication does not hold. To see this, let us introduce
following simple example. Let us consider the logic L(R3) of the tree dimen-
sional Hilbert space R3. By [7] ] and [14 ], there is no pair of nontrivial
complementary observables. Let (el, e2, e3) and ( fl, f2, f3) be two diffe-
rent (and disjoint) bases. Choose real numbers (Xi, a2, 03B13 and define the
observables x and y as follows: ~ {~} = = i = 1, 2, 3,
where [~] J is the one-dimensional subspace generated by the vector e E R 3.
The set of all common eigenvectors of x and y is empty, so that by Corol-
lary 2. 2, com (x, y) = 0. Hence, the observables x and yare totally non-
compatible, but they are not complementary.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In [17 ], next problems are introduced :

V. Uncertainty principle. Problem : Is there a generalization of the Hei-
senberg uncertainty principle for quantum logics ?

VII. Joint distribution. Problem: Can joint distribution be defined

for noncompatible observables ?
The problem of uncertainty principle has been solved by Lahti in [12 ],

resp. [13 ]. In the present paper a completion of this solution is obtained.

Poincaré - Physique theorique



265UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE AND JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLES

It is shown that the uncertainty relation implies the simultaneous non-
measurability of corresponding observables.
The answer to the problem of joint distributions has been obtained in

the present paper together with the papers [~]-[70]. For noncompatible
observables x and y on a logic the joint distribution in a state m exists
iff = 1. If the joint distribution exists, then with respect
to the state m, we can instead of the observables x and y consider the obser-
vables x /B com (x, y) and y A com (x, y) on the logic and these
observables are compatible.
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